Former School Teacher & Award-Winning Author
Shines Light On Slavery & Underground Railroad
In A Unique YA Historical Fiction Tale
Fresh off of penning an award-winning trilogy, The Last
Crystal Trilogy, a historical fantasy for middle
grade/young adult readers and anyone who loves an
adventure, former educator and grandmother Frances
Schoonmaker is at it again.
A recipient of The Agatha Award, the author shares
insightful coming-of-age messages while she spins an
amazing tale that helps young readers appreciate history
when imagining other eras. Her newest book is Sid
Johnson and the Phantom Slave Stealer.
In the book, Sid Johnson’s parents claim they don’t know
anything about a slave stealer that slaveholders call the
“Phantom.” But when Sid discovers that their Southern
Illinois farm is a stop on the Underground Railroad, he
isn’t so sure Ma and Pa are telling him the truth. They
could get caught breaking the law. When bounty hunters
threaten Pa, Sid resolves to take action to protect the family. Before his plans are in place,
bounty hunters burn the barn. With a civil war brewing and the farm compromised as a stop
on the Underground Railroad, Ma and Pa decide to go west. Disappointed that he failed to
learn any more about the slave stealer, Sid is glad to leave the slave question behind. He is
about to find out that the ugly shadow of slavery reaches beyond the Johnson farm to the
Santa Fe Trail, and his involvement with the Phantom Slave Stealer has just begun.
Schoonmaker is available to discuss the following:
n Why learning of the Underground Railroad and slavery is so important.
n Why a former elementary school teacher and grandmother is perfectly positioned to
write exciting books, filled with danger and discovery, for kids.
n What is missing from middle-grade YA fiction books today.
n Why time travel is a popular mechanism to tell an interesting, escapist story.
n How some children may struggle to overcome their fears – but how they can be
inspired by the books they read to meet any challenge.
n Why the well-worn Santa Fe Trail is the perfect location to set a historical novel.in.
n How to inspire more young minds to consume books and explore the depths of their
imagination, curiosity, and enjoyment.
Writing books for children is the latest dimension of a professional career where
Schoonmaker has devoted herself to serving young minds and their needs. She taught
elementary school for a dozen years before directing an international teacher preparation
program at Teachers College, Columbia University, one that drew heavily on story-telling.

“I love sparking the imagination of young minds by using history to inform and inspire
them,” says Schoonmaker. “Learning about the Underground Railroad is very important.”
Reviews For Prior Books
“A gripping fantasy with relatable young characters meeting life-threatening challenges.”
--Kirkus Reviews
“Intrigue appears in many forms… The ending of the trilogy is a very satisfying one for the
reader, with many mysteries solved and hope for the future provided.”
--Arts Educator Judith York, Ph.D., San Antonio
“Historical accuracy is obviously paramount to Schoonmaker and lessons on inclusivity and
bullying are seamlessly woven in to create a story with rich detail and life lessons.”
--Head Librarian of The Lower School Libraries, Glenelg Country School, Angela J.
Horjus, Ellicott City, MD
“… is one of those books that will keep you up late reading to find out what happens next.”
--Assistant Principal Jennifer Goodwin, The Salk School of science, NYC Public Schools
“the magic of maps, mysterious lands, and lost crystals that will have the kids reading well
after lights out.”
--Christin Brecher, Author of The Nantucket Candle Maker series
“Best book I have read all year.”
--GoodReads review
“…the sort of book teachers long for their students to discover; it is a story full of
imagination and humor, and yet it is rooted in a time and place worth getting to know better..
It is a book my students, both boys and girls, couldn’t put down.”
--Rivendell School Teach Jon Dunlap, Arlington, Virginia

Book Awards
Firebird Award First Place for Historical Fantasy, The Black Alabaster Box. Given by
Speak-Up Talk Radio, the award honors excellence in writing
Maincrest Media Award for Excellence in Young Adult Fiction “Full of mystery,
adventure, and the discovery that things aren’t always as they seem, The Last Crystal
reminds us of the importance of magic in our childhood and the heroic deeds youth are
capable of.
Book Fest Award Honorable Mention Young Adult Fantasy The Book Fest Awards
honor authors with outstanding works of fiction and non-fiction.
London Book Festival 1st Place Young Adult Fiction The London Book Festival is an
international competition honoring books of excellence in both fiction and non-fiction.
Outstanding Creator Award 1st place Young Adult/Teen Fiction, 2nd place Historical Fiction

Story Monster Approved A designation program that recognizes and honors authors in the
field of children's literature whose books inspire, inform, teach, or entertain.

Media Contact: Brian Feinblum 914-462-2038 brianfeinblum@gmail.com

Frances Schoonmaker
Biography
Frances Schoonmaker, a retired educator of 25 years,
has transitioned to writing award-winning middle
grade fiction that entertains and inspires young
readers.
Her newest book is Sid Johnson and the Phantom
Slave Stealers. Her trilogy includes: The Last Crystal,
The Red Abalone Shell, and The Black Alabaster Box.
She is a recipient of the Agatha Award for Best
middle Grade Young Adult Mystery.
Schoonmaker completed her Bachelor’s Degree in
elementary education, speech and communication. Her
Master’s Degree in early childhood education was
earned from Peabody’ Vanderbilt, and her Doctorate
in curriculum leadership, theory, and development
was earned at Teacher’s College, Columbia
University.
Since her early years as an elementary school teacher, Schoonmaker has drawn on imagination and
the arts to engage children in making sense of the world around them. As a professor at Teachers
College, Columbia University, she directed the graduate program in elementary and middle school
education, a program drawing heavily on story and children’s literature. Schoonmaker headed the
curriculum development team for The Lincoln Center Institute’s Teaching Artists program (now
Lincoln Center Education) and a doctoral seminar that explored children’s literature and spirituality,
funded by the Spencer Foundation. She has taught, lectured, and consulted internationally,
particularly in the Middle East and in Asia. As an author, she was a plenary speaker at the
Multidisciplinary International Virtual Conference hosted by Ziauddin University, Karachi and the
Higher Education Commission, Pakistan in 2020, focusing on how children’s literature can promote
diversity, equity and inclusion.
Her curiosity about places and interest in people and culture inform her fictional writing, a second
career that is a natural segue from her years as a teacher and professor. Though a book has to start
with a good story, Schoonmaker points out that historical fiction for young people is an opportunity to
set the history right, challenging cultural myths that are monolithic and exclusionary.

Earlier in her career she had five books published in the Poetry for young People Series from
Sterling Press. She wrote about the poetry of Emily Dickinson, Carl Sandburg, Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow, Edna St. Vincent Millay, and Robert Louis Stevenson.
Schoonmaker, a parent and grandparent, is an active member of Sisters in Crime and The
Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustratorss.
She resides in Baltimore, Maryland. For more information, please consult:
www.fschoonmker.com.

Suggested Interview Questions
Francess Schoonmaker
Sid Johnson and the Phantom Slave Stealer

1. Where did you get the inspiration to write this book?
2. How did your background as an educator influence the type of books you’ve written?
3. Sid Johnson and the Phantom Slave Stealer starts in pre-Civil War Illinois. Why did
you choose this particular setting and period of history?
4. What is the significance of the title?
5. Tell us about Sid Johnson and how you developed his character.
6. What message would you want readers to take away from this book?
7. As a white woman, how do you deal with the issue of voice in writing about a boy
and slavery?
8. Given the concern about depictions of slaves as lacking agency, how do you avoid
putting your protagonist into a “white savior” role?
9. Publishers are calling for more diverse characters in fiction. How did you respond to
that challenge?
10. What was your favorite part of the story to write about?
11. You have written several YA books, some of them becoming award-winners. What is
the key to writing for a younger generation?
12. Your prior series of books take place on or near the Santa Fe Trail back many years,
and involve history and time travel. What drew you to that place and time?
13. Why is time travel a powerful and popular tool to use as a writer?
14. What kind of research do you do for your books and how long does it take you to
properly develop a book?
15. How do your roles as parent, retired educator, and grandparent influence your
writing?

More About Sid Johnson and the Phantom Slave Stealer
Young Sid Johnson wrestles with the ugly truth of slavery while trying to uncover the
mystery of the Phantom Slave Stealer.
Sid Johnson’s parents claim they don’t know anything about a slave stealer, one that
slaveholders have named the “Phantom.” But when he discovers that their Southern Illinois
farm is a stop on the Underground Railroad, Sid isn’t so sure they’re telling him the truth. Ma
and Pa are breaking the law. If they’re caught, Pa could be branded with SS for slave stealing,
or worse. When bounty hunters, Arthur Mean and Roscoe Bones, threaten Pa, Sid resolves to
take action to protect the family. Before his plans are in place, the bounty hunters burn the
barn. Neighbors, including the Harold family, rush to their aid. Sid listens as Jacob and
Daniel, Mrs. Harold’s adoptive sons, talk about the constant danger they are in. As freed
blacks, they could be kidnapped and sold into slavery. With a civil war brewing and the farm
compromised as a stop on the Underground Railroad, Ma and Pa decide to go west.
Sid isn’t wholehearted about leaving Illinois. Preparation is time-consuming. Difficult
choices must be made. Unexpectedly, he stumbles on Mean and Bones plotting to trap an
infamous slave stealer known as the “Phantom.” Bones says that slaves use the code name
Belteshazzar. Sid disrupts their plot, only to be captured. Mean threatens to have him jailed
for interfering with lawful work. Rescued by Daniel Harold, and fearing that the phantom
slave stealer is Pa, Sid vows to uncover the truth. Again, his plans are interrupted, this time as
the Johnsons set out for Kansas City by steamboat. Disappointed that he didn’t solve the
mystery of the phantom slave stealer, Sid imagines he is leaving slavery behind. He soon
discovers evidence of slavery everywhere. Moreover, a letter from Mrs. Harold awaits their
arrival. Jacob’s daughter, Miriam, has been kidnapped. Daniel is following the kidnappers
into Missouri despite the risks. Miriam's plight fades from Sid’s thoughts. He becomes
absorbed in becoming part of a wagon company and daily life on the Santa Fe Trail. Miriam
comes to mind abruptly when the train reaches Council Grove. Sid takes a group of children
to see the famous Post Office Oak Tree. Bones and Mean reappear and attempt to kidnap two
black children in the group. While disrupting their plans a second time, Sid overhears them
saying they’ve captured Belteshazzar, the phantom slave stealer.
When Sid discovers that Belteshazzar is a name given to Daniel in the Hebrew Bible, things
fall into place. Daniel Harold must be the phantom slave stealer, and the bounty hunters are
holding Miriam. He convinces Pa, the Wagon Master, and Jim Payne, a retired army scout, to
help him. They discover that the bounty hunters are holding a slave auction a short ride from
Council Grove. Disappointingly, Sid is left behind to guard the horses while the men disrupt
the auction. He’s in the right place. Roscoe Bones appears with Daniel and Jim Payne in
shackles, delivering them to a buyer. Sid, once again, thwarts the bounty hunters’ plans.
While it doesn’t go the way he might have wished, Sid aids Daniel and Mr. Payne in
escaping. Later, he confronts Daniel with the question that has troubled him. Daniel neither
confirms nor denies that he is the phantom slave stealer. Any answer he gives could
compromise freedom seekers. While not satisfying, Sid knows it is the right answer. Daniel
and Miriam leave for home under the protection of a teamster train. Glad to be on the trail
again, Sid wonders if the struggle to free people from slavery will ever be over.

Praise for Sid Johnson and The Phantom Slave Stealer
…deserving of a place on the shelf of a children’s section of every library. M. Gordoni,
Pacific Book Revie
Libraries looking for vivid historical backdrops and action-packed adventures that pose no
easy solutions for their characters will find Sid Johnson and the Phantom Slave Stealer an
engrossing story that deserves not just acquisition, but assignment for discussion groups
tackling the history and issues of slavery and those involved with it on all sides. D. Donovan,
Senior Reviewer, Midwest Book Review
A worthy, engaging story of an abolitionist family. Kirkus Reviews
We need more books like this for the age group…reads well and tells a good story. Leo
Oliva, Santa Fe Trail Historian
This is an immensely satisfying tale that brings to life a dramatic and troubling part of our
history as seen through the eyes of Sid. By the end, he finally understands why his late
abolitionist neighbor repeatedly said, “Until all of us are free, none of us are free.” Lynn
Slaughter, award-winning author of young adult mysteries, Leisha’s Song and Deadly Set Up.
"Schoonmaker skillfully examines an important part of U.S. history while delivering a
dazzling adventure story for young readers…. A perfect way to open up a discussion with
children about a difficult part of the country's history." Richie Narvaez, author of Anthony
Award-winning young adult mystery, Holly Hernandez and the Death of Disco
Represents historical storytelling at its finest, bringing to life a fascinating time in American
history with a tale of adventure, mystery and suspense. . . .succeeds not only at educating
young readers on the fundamental issues surrounding slavery during the history of the
Underground Railroad, but helps them see how this history has shaped the state of American
society today… What’s more impressive, Schoonmaker does all this by creating an exciting
story filled with thrills and intrigue that stands up to the entertainment demands of today’s
kids. Kelsey Hall, BookTrib

Overview Of the Books Of The Last Crystal Trilogy

THE BLACK ALABASTER BOX, BOOK 1: When Old Shep shows up at the door after a
10-year absence, Grace should have realized that magic was afoot—whoever heard of a 100year-old dog? But Grace Willis doesn’t believe in magic. The family is about to set out for
California on the Santa Fe Trail. Grace doesn’t want to leave her fortunate, safe, and
comfortable life in St. Louis, but Old Shep makes pioneer life bearable. Just as Grace makes
friends and adjusts to life on the trail, fellow travelers kidnap her, escaping into Oklahoma
Territory. She must decide if she will cave in to despair or muster the courage to run away
and search for her parents. Grace finds help in unlikely places. She discovers that there really
is such a thing as magic and there are some things only a child can do.
THE RED ABALONE SHELL, BOOK 2: James finds himself on the steps of a church
with no idea who he is or how he got there. His only clues are a map, a red abalone shell, and
a dog named Old Shep. Adopted by a German American pacifist family, James and Old Shep
take to life on a farm. Patriotism is running high in Western Oklahoma as the United States
considers entering World War I. James and his family are proud to be Americans, but not
everybody sees it that way, especially Claude Higgins who bullies James in and out of
school. As James tries to stand up to Claude and struggles to regain lost memories, he
discovers that his identity is linked to mysterious, magical events that define both his past and
his future.
THE LAST CRYSTAL, BOOK 3: When they board the LA bound Santa Fe Chief in
Kansas City, the four Harrison kids have never heard of the Last Crystal or the magic
surrounding it. Worried about their father who has been injured in World War II, they dread a
summer with their boring, old Uncle James. But before the train is halfway to LA, J.D., Mary
Carol, Robert, and Grace cross paths with a Nazi spy and one of the four is kidnapped. Then,
without warning, they find themselves off the train, drawn into a quest for the Crystal. To get
home again, they must cross two thousand miles of wilderness and find the Crystal, with
nothing to guide them but their wits, each other, and an old map that only the youngest can
read.

